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BANCO DE PORTUGAL’S CENTRAL BALANCE SHEET DATABASE
Database with individual information (mainly financial, balance sheet and income statement) on all resident non-financial companies

DATA OBTAINED FROM ADMINISTRATIVE DATA SOURCES

RELIABLE SOURCE OF INFORMATION, WITH DATA QUALITY ASSURANCE PROCEDURES FOR STATISTICAL USE

DO YOU HAVE A BUSINESS? Banco de Portugal has information for you!
SECTOR TABLES VS ENTERPRISE & SECTOR TABLES

FOR THE GENERAL PUBLIC

SECTOR TABLES (ST)
Publicly available on the statistics page of Banco de Portugal’s website

IF YOU OWN A BUSINESS

ENTERPRISE & SECTOR TABLES (EST)
Available in the Corporate Area of Banco de Portugal’s website, upon authentication
Allows you to compare the indicators for your company with those of the same economic activity sector and size class
150 economic and financial indicators on Portuguese non-financial companies (for both ST and EST)

BROKEN DOWN BY:

SECTOR OF ECONOMIC ACTIVITY

SIZE CLASS

- Includes also a more limited set of indicators on enterprises from other European countries, collected from the BANK FOR THE ACCOUNTS OF COMPANIES HARMONIZED (BACH) database
AN OLD FRIEND... with evident signs of aging

Static tables and pdf files

Only 2 years of information were available (EST)

Each company could only compare itself with companies of the same economic activity and size class

180 economic and financial indicators but some of them were considered redundant

Only available in Portuguese
... WITH A NEW FACE!

Made available in November 2018

For the year 2017, more than 5,300 combinations of sector of economic activity and size class

Graphic display based on interactive dashboards

Improved user experience: easier to consult and explore

Allows to export data to Excel and download reports

Bilingual (PT and EN)
WE WENT BEYOND A NEW FACE

Each company can now compare itself with any sector of economic activity and any size class for all the available years (2013 →)

Bilateral meetings with companies and business associations took place
Avoid guessing the users’ needs

A survey was sent to companies asking for their experience/preferences as users
More than 3 000 answers were received!

A dissemination and promotion plan was developed to reach new users
Social media, videos, infographics, dedicated conferences, roadshows in Universities
IT’S TIME TO SEE HOW IT WORKS?